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This paper presents an architecturological and epistemological research on collaborative design as 
well as scientific methodologies comparing the viewpoints of Cognitive Ergonomics and Architectur-
ology on collaborative design. Architecturological research endeavours describing the cognitive ac-
tivity of design through applied methodologies confronting an a priori scientific language with em-
pirical cases. Cognitive Ergonomics builds knowledge from experimentations by observing the real-
ity from which concepts are constituted. 
In a French research called CoCrea (Creative Collaboration) and financed by ANR (French Na-
tional agency of Research), the two scientific fields are confronted to better know the complex 
mechanisms of collaboration in architectural design made with a digital collaborative space. 
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1 Introduction 
This paper presents an architecturological and epistemological research on col-
laboration in architectural design. It compares Cognitive Ergonomics and Ap-
plied Architecturology as two scientific methodologies studying architectural de-
sign. 
These two scientific fields meet together to describe and clarify the cognitive 
mechanisms of architectural collaborative design, in a French research called 
CoCrea, financed by the French Agency of National Research (ANR).1 From 
questioning contemporary architectural habits and practices relatively to sharing 
tools, CoCrea aims to explain in the presence or remote creative collaboration in 
architecture. It implies three different research paradigms and three different 
laboratories: Cognitive Ergonomics developed at LIMSI-CNRS, Applied Archi-
tecturology developed at ARIAM-LAREA and knowledge engineering and de-
sign developed at LUCID-ULg. 
From precedent researches on collaboration showing the need of support for re-
mote working meetings, a Distributed Collaborative Digital Studio (DCDS) has 
been created by the team of LUCID-ULg.2 This DCDS is an IT support that rec-
reates at distant, the situation of in the presence meeting works. It has been used 
in CoCrea to experiment different situations of collaboration, in the presence and 
at distant, and to observe architectural productions made by two hands. The ex-
perimentations constitute the raw material of Cognitive Ergonomics and Archi-
tecturology to approach architectural collaborative design. The respective analy-
sis methods of these two viewpoints permit to explain the specificity of each and 
to build epistemological knowledge on design sciences. 
The first part of this paper presents the CoCrea research and the experimenta-

1 CoCrea is an acronym 
for COllaborative CREA-
tion, project # ANR-08-
CREA-030-02 
2 Safin, S. & Leclercq, 
P. (2009). Studio Digital 
Collaboratif : un environ-
nement de conception col-
laborative à distance, 
IHM09 [ihm09.imag.fr/ 
actes_informels/Informels
/06/Safin.pdf] 
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tions made with DCDS and, introduces the explanation of the two scientific 
fields they implicate: Cognitive Ergonomics and Architecturology (part two). 
The third part focuses on methodologies of architecturological researches and 
opens on the architecturological results of CoCrea (part four) discussed in part 
five. In conclusion, the paper explains the limits and potentials of such architec-
turological research on design education and IT development.  
 
2 CoCrea and experimentations with DCDS 
CoCrea (COllaborative CREAtion) is a multidisciplinary research approaching 
collaboration in the early stages of architectural design.3 Approaching collabora-
tion in the early stages of architectural design has been possible thanks to a new 
digital tool specifically designed by Lucid-ULg to assist collaborators at these 
stages, the DCDS, Distributed Collaborative Digital Studio. 
DCDS is an original new IT environment that aims to permit to synchronously 
interact at distant as if collaborators were side by side to work. The development 
of this tool is based on a design theory which states that to assist designers, IT 
support must to be not constraining. In other words, the computer-aided design 
could exist if computer disappeared from users’ consciousness. From this design 
theory and the main role of freehand sketching in creativity, DCDS was thought 
as a freehand sketch-based tabletop environment allowing to design at two or 
more. Its main goal is to facilitate the sharing and the exchange in real-time. 
It’s a multimodal IT environment that facilitates the communication at distant by 
sketching or writing, the view and the voice. It’s composed of a large digital 
drawing tablet associated with software of synchronous sharing documents and, 
of a system of video-conference. It allows to exchange and to communicate re-
motely and synchronously by speech, gesture and freehand sketch. 
The synchronous graphical communication is permitted by the software SketSha 
that allows to import digital documents and to share in real time the annotations 
of each designer.4 Figure 1 presents the DCDS used in collaboration at distant by 
two architects. Each architect has the same device and can see his partner 
through the screen of the computer. On their tabletop they have the same docu-
ment that they can annotate and on which they see appear on real-time the anno-
tations of the other. The video-conference system permits also to ear the partner. 
The freehand sketch-based tabletop seems to allow assisting the creativity at sev-
eral in the early stages of design. 
 

 

3 Mayeur, A. et al 
(2010). Concevoir à plu-
sieurs et à distance en ar-
chitecture : vers de nou-
velles pratiques profes-
sionnelles ? In: Actes du 
Séminaire Globalisation 
et Territorialisation: ques-
tions de travail, Université 
Paris 1 Sorbonne, Paris 
4 Kubicki, S. et al (2008). 
Digital Cooperative Stu-
dio, ICE 2008, 14th Inter-
national Conference on 
Concurrent Enterprising, 
Special session ICT-
supported Cooperative 
Design in Education, Lis-
boa 
 

Figure 1 Distributed Col-
laborative Digital Studio 
(Cocrea / ARIAM-LARE-
A) 
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The DCDS is the exclusive IT environment used in Cocrea. It has been used to 
realise different kinds of experimentation focusing on architectural collaborative 
design and creativity. In other words, CoCrea studies collaborative creativity as 
cognitive activities of freehand sketching and more specifically the ones done in 
the early stages of design of one architectural project. 
These kinds of experimentation present themselves as three complementary 
methods to collect data on architectural collaborative design and, also, as three 
different ways to use the DCDS. These three methods are called in situ observa-
tions, longitudinal observations and experimentations in laboratory. 
In situ observations consist in installing two DCDS in remote locations of an ar-
chitectural agency for observing at distant design meetings made with them. 
Longitudinal observations consist in observing the customary use of DCDS dur-
ing the design process of a specific project. In this case, the same architects of an 
agency use DCDS of the laboratories implicated in CoCrea, when they need. At 
last, experimentations in laboratory consist in inviting pairs of architects that are 
accustomed to work together, to experiment DCDS on short exercises of concep-
tion. In this case, each pair has done a shot exercise of design at distant and an-
other one in the presence. The two exercises were the same for each pair, a rural 
school and a hotel, and were clearly defined by a specific program already tested 
in precedent researches. 
front their DCDS. The picture below each shows their tabletop and what they 
can see on it. When one of them draws, the second sees the stroke appear on his 
tabletop. They can also sketch together, at the same time, on the same document. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 extract from 
video record of an ex-
periment with SDC sup-
port (Cocrea / ARIAM-
LAREA) 
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Figure 2 presents a screen capture of the quadri-film recorded from one of the 
experimentations in laboratory. The two top pictures show the pair architects in  
CoCrea gathers ergonomists-cogniticians, architecturologists and IT engineers to 
question architectural collaborative design differently than the habits of each sci-
entific field. Comparing our methodologies and others experimentations related 
in the book “Accolade. Architecture, collaboration design”5 for example, CoCrea 
corresponds with: 
-  the theme 8: “User interfaces and modes of operation and communication 

should be as natural and effective as possible” and its task 8: “Design a human-
computer interface for the early phase of design”, 

- the theme 14: “Applicability Collaboration factors -- Hardware -- Social” – and 
its task 14: “ Testing and evaluating of different media configurations for a 
successful social interaction in collaborative design”.6 

In other words, the main hypothesis of Cocrea is to think that computer envi-
ronment is became intermingled with daily life, “with our way of doing and 
thinking”7 and investigates its effects on architectural design. Furthermore, from 
the goals of DCDS explained above, CoCrea tests the “invisibility” of DCDS – 
not be constraining, disappearing from consciousness - in situations of collabora-
tive design and tries to point some of its aided collaborative design functional-
ities. 
More precisely, CoCrea asks two main cognitive objects: collaboration and de-
signing. Concerning collaboration, the questions are to know: - how architects 
collaborate at distant and in the presence meetings for designing, - how the 
DCDS helps to collaborate or implies manners to collaborate in design, - the 
time collaboration at distant or in the presence relatively to the synchrony of 
trade, ie the time (real or not) of reaction of collaborators. Concerning designing, 
the questions are to know: - if collaboration in design exists, - how approaching 
the share of designing, - how architects share their cognitive activities of design-
ing. 
In other words, the issues raised in CoCrea are in relationship with those of Ach-
ten, David, Kvan, Gero and others, concerning the explanation of design activity, 
exchange mechanisms and digital support tools.8 to 11  
Practically, these questions have been raised and studied through the three meth-
ods of use of DCDS or of collecting data: in situ observations, longitudinal ob-
servations and experimentations in laboratory. Each of them has been recorded 
and was analyzed through the viewpoints of Cognitive Ergonomics and Archi-
tecturology. The subpart below explains the specificity of each of these scientific 
fields: Cognitive Ergonomics and Architecturology. 
 
3 Cognitive ergonomics and architecturology 
Cognitive Ergonomics is a subfield of Ergonomics which studies the relation-
ships between products or situations of work and, mental activities like percep-
tion, representation, reasoning, memorising, the language, decision, designing … 
The goals of such a subfield of Ergonomics is to enlighten the influences of new 
products or of situations of work on mental activities in order to orientate their 
adaptation. They are also to describe the mechanisms of the mental activities in 
order to take awareness of them in the development of new products or of new 
situations of work. In other words, Cognitive Ergonomics studies the situations 

5 Stellingwerff, M. & 
Verbeke, J. eds (2001). 
Accolade. Architecture. 
Collaboration. Design, 
Delft University Press 
6 op cit pp 19-20 
7 op cit pp 27 
8 Achten, H.H. (2002). 
Requirements for Col-
laborative Design in Ar-
chitecture. In: Timmer-
mans, H. ed, Sixth Design 
and Decision Support 
Systems in Architecture 
and Urban Planning - Part 
one: Architecture Pro-
ceedings Avegoor, Neth-
erlands 
9 David, B. (2001). IHM 
pour les collecticiels, In 
Réseaux et Systèmes Ré-
partis, Hermès, 13, pp 
169-206 
10 Kvan, T. (2000). Col-
laborative design: What is 
it ? Automation in con-
struction, 9, pp 409-415 
11 Gero, J.S. ed (2010) 
Studying Design Creativ-
ity, Springer 
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of work, the uses of products and the mental activities in order to explain the re-
lationships of them and the influences each other. 
The human-computer interaction is became one of the most studying subject of 
Cognitive Ergonomics. The research work of the ergonomists-cogniticians im-
plicated in CoCrea aims to model the cognitive activities implemented in design 
process, to enlighten the use of IT devices and, to specify the ways in which they 
assist these cognitive activities.  
The Cognitive Ergonomics approach of CoCrea aims at first to clarify impacts of 
the use of DCDS on mechanisms of exchange in architectural collaborative de-
sign. It is secondly to evaluate the functionalities of DCDS and its handling as a 
necessary condition for it to be an aided collaboration computer in design. In 
other words, the Cognitive Ergonomics approach permits more to answer the 
questions concerning collaboration than those concerning designing. Its results 
help to make a list of new specifications to orientate the future development of 
DCDS and its improvements.  
Furthermore, CoCrea offers to ergonomist-cognitician mean to question the dif-
ference between collaboration in the presence and remote collaboration in de-
sign. It’s the reason of our double experimentations in laboratory. The hypothesis 
of the ergonomist-cognitician is that it’s possible to describe the consequences of 
the distance on the project designed by comparing the mechanism of collabora-
tion in these two situations of collaborative design. For them, collaborative de-
sign in the presence is a referential situation they are already able to explain. In 
CoCrea, they have mainly studied collaboration at distant from their knowledge 
about collaboration in the presence and the new observations realised in the pres-
ence with the DCDS. So collaboration in the presence with DCDS was a referen-
tial situation to approach the collaboration at distant with DCDS. 
Practically, their analyses were orientated to understand the activities of building 
a common needed referential for sharing work. Their scientific paradigm is 
thinking collaboration as multimodal interactions implemented for co-
production. The multimodal interactions are combinations of looks, gestures, 
words and sketches. So, the ergonomist-cognitician have analysed each modality 
of communication of the CoCrea's data in order to describe the ways that col-
laboration was implemented in the design of a sketch i.e. the project. 
To describe the specificities of remote collaborative design from the situation of 
collaborative design in presence, they have analysed the experimentations in 
terms of social, economics and cognitive performances.12 They have counted 
time and occurrences of:  
- looks at the collaborator 
- sketching or writing 
- not sketching or writing 
- kinds of gesture (deictic-kinetic, deictic-graphic, scansion, kinemimic, picto-

mimic, quasi-linguistic, and so on)  
- words about problems solving and/or external resources  
The results of the Cognitive Ergonomics studies enlighten the ways that interac-
tions are conducted in terms of percentages of type of interaction (looks, writing, 
kinds of gesture and kinds of words) and difference of percentages in-between 
the referential situation and remote collaborative design.13 
Architecturology is a relatively recent French scientific field initiated by Boudon 

12 Mayeur A. et al 
(2011a). Expérimenta-
tions en coprésence et à 
distance, Situations de 
production architecturale 
collaborative outillée en 
co-présence vs. à dis-
tance, Lot 3.1 / Livrable 
T24, Projet ANR Cocrea 
13 ibid 
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in the 70’s and coming from Architecture.14 It has been created to build specific 
knowledge on architecture that academic’s sciences as psychology, sociology, 
linguistic, history, geography and, so on, are not able to get up. In other words, 
Architecturology has been developed from an epistemological study about aca-
demic sciences, in order to build new means to approach architecture and, to 
constitute theoretical architectural knowledge understandable by them. 
From the question knowing how the designer gives measurements to his object 
or project, Architecturology examines cognitive activities implicated in what it 
calls Conception in contrast with design. Its scientific paradigm is specific and 
constructed from own scientific developments radically in opposition with those 
of Cognitive Ergonomics. 
While Cognitive Ergonomics can be considered as an empirical science, Archi-
tecturology is originally a formal science. Unlike the formal sciences, the em-
pirical sciences maintain close relationships with sensory experiences.15 In other 
words, Cognitive Ergonomics is built on observations of realities and from em-
pirical or clinical cases analyzed with variables inspired by these realities. 
As a formal science, Architecturology abstracts itself from matter or content to 
focus on the form i.e. the form of knowledge it constitutes on a scientific object. 
Architecturology ignores the project or the architecture produced by design but is 
interested in describing the mechanisms of awarding measurements to a designed 
object. Independently of material realities or of sensible experimentations, it 
aims to explain the reasoning of what it conceptualizes with the term conception: 
cognitive activities of awarding measurements to a designed object regardless 
the designed object. It has then constituted a scientific language with concepts 
representing ideal cognitive mechanisms of design (an a priori scientific lan-
guage system), never observed like that in realities. 
As a formal science, Architecturology has based its scientific paradigm on the 
Bachelard's “epistemological break” and the Canguilhem's distinction of “natural 
object” and “scientific object”.16 17 It has distinguished its “scientific object” 
from Architecture taken as a “natural object”. This “scientific object” takes the 
form of a question which is: how the conceiver gives measurements to his de-
signed object? by posing that it’s possible to differentiate the cognitive activity 
of design from the design in its whole.18 Calling this cognitive activity of design, 
conception and, posing it as its “scientific object”, Architecturology has built 
concepts for enlightening it. Nowadays, these scientific concepts form a scien-
tific language system, independent of specific architectural realities and, allow-
ing speaking of conception, in general, in terms of operations of conception im-
plemented for attributing measurements to a non-yet-existing object. In other 
words, the architecturological scientific language system is a knowledge model 
of conception, a representative idealized and open frame, which can be used as a 
scheme to question realities and to build new knowledge to adjust it or, to under-
stand object from the viewpoint of conception.  
So, Architecturology offers a particular point of view and its own reading grid to 
consider phenomena by focusing on its scientific object. One of the main phe-
nomena developed in architectural design is the producing of sketches, drawings 
and models of the non-yet-existing object i.e. the object in conception. These 
phenomena of sketching, drawing and modelling into conception have been stud-
ied by Boudon and his research’s team at the Laboratory of Architecturology and 

14 Boudon, Ph. (1971). 
Sur l’espace architectural, 
Essai d’épistémologie de 
l’architecture, Dunod 
15 Soler, L. (2000). In-
troduction à l’épistémo-
logie, Ellipses 
16 Bachelard, G. (1934-
2000). La formation de 
l'esprit scientifique, Vrin 
17 Canguilhem, G. 
(1975). Etudes d’histoire 
et de philosophie des sci-
ences, Vrin 
18 Boudon, Ph. (2004). 
Conception, éditions de la 
villette 
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Epistemological Research on Architecture (LAREA).19 20 21 It has also been stud-
ied by the ergonomist-cognitician implicated in CoCrea.22 The sharing of this 
studying object and the specific complementary knowledge built by ergonomists-
cogniticians on one hand and, architecturologists on the other hand, led us to 
come together in CoCrea. 
CoCrea is an empirical research and not a formal one. It is naturally suitable to 
apply Cognitive Ergonomics but not Architecturology in its original state. It’s 
the reason why CoCrea is not a real Architecturological research but is an Ap-
plied Architecturological research.  Applied Architecturology is a branch of ar-
chitecturology which has been developed from the a priori scientific language 
system built by Architecturology to explore specific architectural design through 
conception. It is empirical methodologies using the architecturological concepts 
as schematic representations of mechanisms of conception and, as analysis tools 
for approaching real cases. 
 
4 Methods of Applied Architecturology 
The principle of Applied Architecturology is to confront the theoretical Architec-
turological model of knowledge to empirical realities. This principle proceeds 
from a scientific method aiming to validate or not theoretical propositions which 
constitute a formal science. The theoretical propositions are, in this case, all the 
architecturological concepts created as what E. Kant calls empty concepts and 
that take values by experiences.23 The scientific methodology implemented in 
Applied Architecturology is recognized by epistemologists. It is called the proba-
tion and consists in testing a priori concepts on realities. That’s using the formal 
language system as a reading grid to interpret realities. 
Consequently, Applied Architecturology is a branch of Architecturology that 
takes the form of an interpretive science. Interpreting, in opposition with explain-
ing, consists in general in deciphering and giving meaning to something by pos-
ing that the deciphering or the meaning is different from the something itself. An 
interpretive science gives tools to interpret realities through its scientific object 
that is to say, to build on them, focused knowledge. 
So Applied Architecturology consists in testing a priori architecturological con-
cepts on realities to build interpretive knowledge on their conception. The ways 
of testing, i.e. of confrontation between architecturological concepts and reali-
ties, can be diverse and, depend on the representations of the explored empirical 
cases and on the aims of the interpretations. 
The representations of the explored empirical cases can be composed with verbal 
descriptions, press papers, physical or virtual models, sketches or different kinds 
of texts (critical, historical, technical, theoretical, etc.). 
The aims of the interpretations are in general to describe the conceived part of an 
object. This object is what varies. It can be conception itself,24 perception,25 ar-
chitectural style,26 Computer aided conception,27 collaborative conception,28 and 
so on. 
Applied Architecturology regroups therefore different methods that permit to 
enlighten conception, perception, architectural style, computer aids and collabo-
ration as conceived objects or mental mechanisms describable in terms of opera-
tions of conception. It gives tools to analyze and interpret cases from the reading 
grid composed with the architecturological language system. Practically, it con-

19 Boudon, Ph. & Decq, 
O. (1976). Figuration 
graphique en architecture. 
Fascicule 3b: Architectur-
ologie des sigles, AREA, 
COPEDITH  
20 Lecourtois, C. (2005). 
Architecturologie appli-
quée à une sémiotique de 
l’esquisse architecturale, 
in Actes du Colloque 
SCAN05, Rôle de l’es-
quisse architecturale dans 
le monde numérique, 
Paris  
21 Lecourtois, C. & 
Guéna, F. (2009). Eco-
conception et Esquisse 
assistée, Conception ar-
chitecturale numérique et 
approches environnemen-
tales, in Actes de 
SCAN09, PU Nancy 
22 Elsen, C. et al (2010). 
Evolution des pratiques 
en conception: une ap-
proche ergonomique com-
préhensive des objets 
médiateurs, in Conférence 
Ergo'IA 2010, Innova-
tions, Interactions, Qualité 
de vie 
23 Kant, E. (1781-2006). 
Critique de la raison pure, 
Flammarion 
24 Lecourtois, C. (2006).  
Conception de l’espace et 
espace de conception, in 
TIGR, Nouvelles ap-
proches de l’espace dans 
les sciences de l’homme 
et de la société, Institut de 
Géographie Reims 
25 Lecourtois, C. (2007). 
Architectural qualities and 
local identity, in CSAAR 
2007, Tunis 
26 Delaveau, A.S. et al 
(2009). Digital as tool/ 
reference for architectural 
conception, Proceedings 
of the 27th eCAADe, Is-
tanbul  
27 Boissieu, A. de et al 
(2010). Modélisation pa-
ramétrique partagée, Le 
cas de l’utilisation de 
Digital Project lors de la 
conception du Pavillon de 
la Fondation Louis Vuit-
ton pour la Création (Ge-
hry Partners) sous l’angle 
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sists in postulating that all the representations of the explored cases are com-
posed with “indicial signs” of operations of conception. 
The term of “indicial signs” comes from Ch. S. Peirce and designates the kind of 
signs that having meanings depending to a precedent object.  It's the case of 
footprints in the snow that designates that someone has gone.29 Ch. S. Peirce dis-
tinguishes different kinds of signs from a triadic semiotic model that links three 
elements of the sign: object, representamen and interpretant (context). From the 
relationships between these three elements, he has built a typology of signs in 
which there are “indicial signs”. 
Consequently, Applied Architecturology is based on the Peirce’s semiotics para-
digm and consists in deciphering the representations of cases through the lens of 
architecturology, in order to interpret the cases in terms of operations of concep-
tion. In other words, it has built scientific methods of reading the underneath of 
the representations that can, for the ones, be called semiotics graphic and, for the 
others, semiology.30 These methods have been imagined by Lecourtois and are 
currently used, in thesis works, to question and explain computer aided concep-
tion,31 collaborative conception32 and architectural digital conceived style,33 
through physical representations of project. 
In fact, five methods of Applied Architecturology have already been built as ar-
chitecturology semiotic and two others as pragmatic usage of architecturological 
knowledge. 
 
4.1 The first method of Applied Architecturology 
The first method of Applied Architecturology proceeds from the specific role of 
sketching in architectural conception. Sketching is, for designer, instrumentation 
by which physically conceiving architecture i.e. giving shapes and measurements 
to a project.34 35 36 It is a manual and cognitive activity by which the operations of 
conception are involved into the project through its graphical representations. 
Consequently, all sketches or graphical representations as also 3D models, de-
signed during the design process of an object for conceiving it are, manifesta-
tions of the cognitive activity of conception. They can then all be observed as 
compositions of “indicial signs” of cognitive operations of conception. 
The cognitive operations of conception that Applied Architecturology allows to 
interpret from the representations of the project consist in linking the new object 
with references to give it, by different ways, shapes and measurements. These 
references can be various and depend on the implicit spaces of reference of the 
conceiver. The cognitive operations of conception are set by Architecturology as 
five different ways to involve references into conception:   
- referring the project or one element of it to a field of reference  
- segmenting the project or one element of it (into elements to conceive) 
- dimensioning the project or one element of it (by giving measures) 
- orientating the project or one element of it 
- positioning the project or one element of it 
This method consists in reading the representations of the project through these 
operations of conception by using the principle of Architecturology called game 
between models and scales. 
This principle consists in thinking the conception process as the transformation 
of an architectural model by the successive applications of cognitive operations 

ton pour la Création (Ge-
hry Partners) sous l’angle 
des opérations de décou-
page, Scan'10 Espaces 
collaboratifs, Marseille 
28 Ben Rajeb, S. et al 
(2010). Operations of 
conception in Architec-
tural Collaborative De-
sign, In Proceedings 
eCAADe. Future cities 
29 Peirce Ch.S. (1978). 
Écrits sur le signe, ras-
semblés traduits et com-
mentés par G. Deledalle, 
Paris, Le Seuil (coll. 
L’ordre philosophique) 
30 Lecourtois, C. (2005). 
ibid 
31 Boissieu, A. de et al 
(2010). ibid 
32 Ben Rajeb, S. et al 
(2010). ibid 
33 Delaveau, A.S. et al 
(2009). ibid 
34 Boudon, Ph. & Decq, 
O. (1976). ibid 
35 Lebahar, J.C. (1983). 
Le dessin d'architecte, 
Parenthèses 
36 Conan, M. (2000). 
Concevoir un projet d'ar-
chitecture, L'Harmattan 
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of conception (called scales). Within this principle (or scientific modelling of 
conception process), each model used or produced by a conceiver (sketches, 
conventional graphical representations, texts of presentation, models and so on) 
is a mental representation of a precedent or, of a future objet in conception. This 
principle consists then in thinking that the transition from one model to another 
is due to the implementation of cognitive operations of conception. 
Therefore, this method consists in comparing two consecutive sketches or mod-
els, to identify graphical or models entities readable as “indicial signs” of cogni-
tive operations of conception.  
 
4.2 The second method of Applied Architecturology 
The second method of Applied Architecturology has been developed to enlighten 
architectural perception as an individual conceived cognitive activity.37 From 
theories on perception of Reuchlin,38 Austin,39 Bouveresse,40 Cléro41 and using 
the words of Sansot,42 architectural perception is thought as an activity aiming to 
“qualify the reality”.43 Consequently, users of architecture would build their ar-
chitectural perception by expressing their opinion on it. The surveys realized to 
understand the mechanisms of architectural perception44 show that users build 
their opinion on architecture relatively to their “horizon of expectation”.45 In 
other words, for building their opinion, they compare what they understand and 
feel about the conception of the architecture with what they would have done if 
they were architect and, they give values relatively to the correspondences of 
each other.    
Studying architectural perception with Applied Architecturology consists there-
fore in describing operations of conception implemented by users for expressing 
their opinion on architecture. It is possible to do so by analysing verbal or textual 
expressions of perception as data for architecturology semiotic and scientific in-
terpretation. 
 
4.3 The third method of Applied Architecturology 
The third method of Applied Architecturology has been produced for a thesis 
work on architectural style.46  It consists in using the first method of Applied Ar-
chitecturology (presented above) on doctrinal discourses and models of projects 
in order to enlighten the recurrent operations of conception. The method thesis 
tries to explicit the ways that conceivers develop own architectural styles, usu-
ally not perceptible. It suggests approaching architectural style through the con-
cept of “act of style” built in opposition with the concept of “fact of style”.47  
Practically, it consists in reading, with the architecturological language system, 
contemporary projects and presentation texts of their architects in order to ex-
press the ways that architectural style is conceived and, how IT influences the 
conception of an architectural style. 
 
4.4 The fourth method of Applied Architecturology 
The fourth method is used to question IT support and computer aids in cognitive 
activity of conception.48 It is currently used to question the possibility for archi-
tectural conception to be parametric i.e. to be instrumented by parametric model-
ling (IT specific method). To enlighten this question, two kinds of cognitive op-
eration have been theoretically distinguished: cognitive operations of conception 
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and, cognitive operations of modelling. The cognitive operations of conception 
are those presented above while cognitive operations of modelling are those that 
the thesis work must discover. The aim is to question this distinction between the 
cognitive activity of conception and the cognitive activity of modelling and to 
point the ways hat they are intermingled in design or the ways that they would be 
intermingled in design. 
In other words, this fourth method aims to understand the ways that operations of 
modelling influence or can influence the cognitive activity of architectural con-
ception.49 It consists in applying the first method on the representations of a pro-
ject and, on digital models realized for it. It is also to question the practices de-
veloped in agencies to understand the ways that architectural conception and 
digital modelling are led correlatively or independently. 
 
4.5 The fifth method of Applied Architecturology 
The fifth method of Applied Architecturology is pragmatic. It consists in using 
the scientific language of Architecturology for creating new software. The soft-
ware imagined from Architecturology aims at assisting the architectural designer 
in the 3D modelling.  
From the specific role, explained above, of freehand sketching in architectural 
conception, graphical software called ESQUAAS (Architecturologically assisted 
sketching) has been developed at ARIAM-LAREA. The development of this 
software is not finished yet but, its theoretical base is to offer an IT graphical 
platform not constraining and allowing sketching as usual with a pen on paper. 
The action of ESQUAAS will to interpret the running strokes with the scientific 
language system in order to construct a 3D model underneath the freehand 
sketch. The interaction between ESQUAAS and the designer will be limited to 
not disturb the creativity. ESQUAAS will therefore build quasi-independently 
the 3D model of the project.  
This independency of ESQUAAS is possible due to its environment that works 
with a multi-agents system. This multi-agents system has been designed from a 
re-constitution of the architecturological language. The re-constitution consists in 
turning each architecturological concept into a determined context made with 
properties, operations of conception and, meanings of relations between strokes, 
in order to make it an interpreting tool able to understand what the designer is 
sketching.50 51  
 
4.6 The sixth method of Applied Architecturology 
The sixth method of Applied Architecturology is also a pragmatic usage of archi-
tecturological language. It consists in participating in a process of design as ex-
pert of conception by providing a theoretical point of view on the project. This 
method has been experimented for designing a courthouse. From a published re-
search about the symbolism of justice, a French architectural agency has com-
missioned me for participating to the design of a new courthouse.52 
The role of Architecturology was to guide the work of design in order to organ-
ize the process around a theoretical development of the project. The architectur-
ological knowledge about the courthouse has helped to develop an original archi-
tectural new concept of the courthouse architecture representing the French ac-
tual mechanisms of justice. All the process was organised around the develop-
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ment of a theoretical architecturological text of presentation of the project. 
The collaboration between the designers and the architecturologist has taken the 
form of weekly meetings. Between these meetings, designers were working on 
the project from the text presented in the precedent meeting and collaboratively 
worked during the meeting and, the architecturologist was working on the text to 
adapt it to the project presented in the precedent meeting and collaboratively 
worked during the meeting and, to develop new theoretical idea of the project. 
 
4.7 The seventh method of Applied Architecturology 
The seventh method of Applied Architecturology is the one created for CoCrea. 
It is one of the architecturology semiotic methods. It aims to question and de-
scribe collaborative conception in architecture. It has been used to analyse the 
CoCrea data: in situ observations, longitudinal observations and experimenta-
tions in laboratory. 
On the postulate that architecture is a cooperative work, Applied Architecturol-
ogy has helped to question the ways that conception is concerned by cooperation 
and a multiplicity of actors. CoCrea is the first research in which Architecturol-
ogy investigates the nature of the architectural conceiver and the possibility for 
him to be multiple. The main question of Applied Architectuology in CoCrea is 
to know if architectural conception can be led by a multiple-author or a not indi-
vidual conceiver.53 54 
In other words, the main question of Architecturology is to know if architectural 
conception with DCDS can be collaborative. To enlighten this question, Applied 
Architecturology has distinguished the two objects concerned by it: collaboration 
and collaborative conception. 
Collaboration is considered as a conceived mechanism that can be enlightened in 
terms of operations of conception. To collaborate, conceivers need to share a 
concrete space and also abstract spaces of reference. DCDS offers the sharing 
concrete space and its theoretical base about collaborative work. Applied Archi-
tecturology has therefore been used to question the functionalities offered by it to 
assist collaboration. Practically, it has consisted in studying the operations of 
conception implemented in architectural conception by using determined func-
tions of DCDS. Concerning the sharing abstract spaces of reference, the Applied 
Architecturological method used was the first one described above. Each repre-
sentations of the project, produced during the observations and experimentations, 
i.e. sketches and verbal exchanges, have been read through the lens of Architec-
turology to interpret them in terms of shared spaces of reference and shared op-
erations of conception. It has allowed enlightening collaboration and also the 
second object of Applied Architecturology in CoCrea, i.e. collaborative concep-
tion. 
The question relatively to collaborative conception concerns the possibility for 
the cognitive activity of architectural conception to be collaborative or shared. 
The postulate of Applied Architecturology is, if collaborative conception in ar-
chitecture exists then it is possible to find shared cognitive operations of concep-
tion. Therefore, the existence of the sharing of the cognitive activity of concep-
tion in architecture depends on the possibility of explaining the sharing of some 
operations of conception.  
With the first method of Applied Architecturology, sketches made with two 
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hands and common spaces of reference discussed by the two conceivers have 
been identified. The shared operations of conception were identified from enti-
ties of sketches and entities of verbal exchanges worked together and supposing 
new architectural decisions. 
 
5 Architecturological results of CoCrea 
Consequently of the distinction of the two knowledge objects of Applied Archi-
tecturology in CoCrea –collaboration and collaborative conception -, two differ-
ent kinds of operations of conception have been identified to explain collabora-
tive conception in architecture:  
- the ones explain collaboration as a conceived mechanism, i.e. operations to 

conceive collaboration called pragmatics operations of collaboration55 56 
- the others explain collaborative conception in architecture and are called opera-

tions of collaborative conception or shared architectural operations of concep-
tion.  

Concerning the pragmatics operations of collaboration, eight classes of opera-
tions have been detected from the experimentations in laboratory led at distant: 
prescription, interpretation, evaluation, segmentation, empowerment, pooling, re-
ferring and normalization.57 Each of these classes of pragmatics operations of 
collaboration explains some mechanisms of the exchanges of the two distant 
conceivers. Two groups of them can be distinguished: The ones relate to actions 
implemented by one of the conceiver in response to the work of the other (pre-
scription, interpretation and evaluation), the others are common actions done 
synchronously by the two conceivers (segmentation, empowerment, pooling, re-
ferring and normalization). In other words the ones describe cognitive operations 
made by a conceiver while the others describe the organisation of the collabora-
tion. In fact, the ones are operations of the logical or formal operations that are 
not pragmatics but are inevitably implicated in the others. 
Concerning the shared operations of conception, two levels have been distin-
guished. The level of the elementary operations of conception, i.e. the five de-
scribed above – referring, segmenting, dimensioning, orientating, positioning – 
and the level of the classes of operations of conception, called architecturological 
scales. Twenty one architecturological scales have been explained by Architec-
turology as specific environments of designing – human scale, scale of model, 
geographical scale, technical scale, etc.-. Each of them designates a complexity 
between spaces of reference implemented in conception and one or much more 
elementary operations of conception. 
Relatively to these two levels, Applied Architecturology in CoCrea shows that 
architecturological scales can be shared by the two conceivers. The sharing of 
architecturological scales constitutes in fact the sharing of a common referential 
and the sharing of the entities of project to work. Pooling and referring are the 
main pragmatics operations of collaboration implicated in the construction of 
this sharing. The pragmatics operation of segmentation can proceed from the 
sharing of one or several architecturological scales by choosing to separate the 
conception relatively to each of them and the competences of each conceiver. 
Concerning the elementary operations of conception, their sharing depends on 
the medium implicated in their implementation in design. They can be shared 
when they are worked in the verbal exchanges. The idea of implementing an 
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elementary operation of conception is then shared. The physical action of im-
plementing the elementary operation of conception in design is more difficult to 
share. In spite of referring that remains an abstract operation of conception de-
tached from any physical action of implementation, the others, segmenting, di-
mensioning, orientating and positioning, need to be inscribed in the physical rep-
resentations of the project to be really effective. Generally, this inscription in 
physical representation is made by one of the conceiver and not by the two in the 
same time. 
Even so, segmentation and dimensioning have, in two different cases, been done 
collaboratively, i.e. at two, synchronously. In one case, each conceiver has 
sketched his own graphical representation of the project to work relatively to the 
same architecturological scale. They have, in fact, operated on two different ele-
ments of the project by thinking of the same architecturological scale. In the 
other case, the conceivers have worked synchronously on the same element of 
the project relatively to different architecturological scales. They have sketched 
on the same time, on the same graphical representation. 
These cases have been possible due to the specific potentiality of DCDS to en-
able synchronous multi-hand sketching. DCDS allows to remotely sketching 
synchronously with two hands and, this functionality is for the developers of 
DCDS a condition of collaborative design. CoCrea shows that this functionality 
is not fully exploits by the conceivers because they are not used to draw at two. 
But, when they discover the functionality, they game with it and really sketch at 
two rather at the end of the process. 
The study of the classes of pragmatics operations of collaboration shows that use 
of DCDS implicates as well collaborative conception that individual conception. 
Segmentation and empowerment were systematically implemented with different 
ways even so DCDS has not been designed to facilitate individual conception. 
Some pairs of architects have physically cut their collaborative design space, i.e. 
the digital graphical table, in two different parts for each conceiver. Others have 
sketched in a little part of the whole table as they were alone on a piece of paper. 
Others yet have asked for a piece of paper (not allowed in experimentations) to 
sketch independently in its corner and to not share his sketch. Others finally have 
suggested a new functionality for DCDS to allow working on personnel layers at 
the same time, i.e. one layer not systematically shared for each.   
These architecturological results have been completed by Applied Architectur-
ological analysis of the use of DCDS. These further analyses have allowed dis-
covering others pragmatics operations specifically attached to the functionalities 
of DCDS. All these architecturological results have orientated the future devel-
opment of DCDS by adapting some functionality to the needs of conceivers. 
However, they proceed from at distant use of a unique IT Support for collabora-
tion. They are then limited to the theoretical background and the functionalities 
of this tool and are not generalized to the whole collaborative conception. In 
other words, this study has to be more exhaustive by pursuing the analysis of 
data of others experimentations as, in the presence collaborative conception 
made with DCDS or with another support or, at distant collaborative conception 
made with other IT Supports. 
Furthermore, the comparison or the study of the relationships between the 
classes of pragmatics operations of collaboration and operations of conception is 
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in progress in the thesis of S. Ben Rajeb, directed by F. Guéna and C. Lecourtois 
at ARIAM-LAREA. It should inform about the operations of the logic imple-
menting in collaborative conception and, should enlighten the implications of the 
situations of collaboration on cognitive mechanisms of conception.   
 
6 Conclusions and discussion 
This paper presents a comparison between the two different scientific viewpoints 
of Cognitive Ergonomics and Architecturology. It points their scientific method-
ologies for approaching and analyzing design and collaborative design. The con-
struction of their scientific paradigm has also been described as two opposite de-
velopments relatively to reality and abstraction. 
From a research in which these two scientific fields are gathered, this paper ex-
plains the object of knowledge enlightened by each: mechanism of collaboration 
in design and collaborative conception.58  
Cognitive Ergonomics and Applied Architecturology do not have the same 
viewpoint on collaborative design. While collaboration in design exists for the 
ergonomist-cognitician, it’s still a question for the architecturologists. Further-
more, while the research methods of ergonomist-cognitician suppose the possi-
bility to compare two different situations of architectural conception, methods of 
Applied Architecturology avoids the comparison by posing that each situation of 
architectural conception is unique. 
By distinguishing the conception of the design, Applied Architecturology is here 
particularly described through its different research methods allowing to ap-
proach and to enlighten objects concerned by conception. In CoCrea, it has ques-
tioned the possibility for cognitive operations of conception to be shared at dis-
tant, due to the use of a specific IT support called DCDS (Distributed Collabora-
tive Digital Studio). By posing collaborative conception as a cognitive mecha-
nism of sharing spaces of reference, architecturological scales and operations of 
conception, it has also helped to evaluate the impact of DCDS’ functionalities on 
the cognitive mechanism of collaborative design. 
The result of this work is limited to the research situation of CoCrea and has to 
be pursued to build more general knowledge on the mechanisms of conception of 
collaboration and the mechanisms of collaborative conception. 
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